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Alaska Northwest Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Elizabeth Johns (illustrator). Paperback. 32 pages. Dimensions:
10.5in. x 8.9in. x 0.1in.To many people who gaze across Cook
Inlet from Anchorage, Alaska, Mount Susitna looks like a
slumbering woman. The Sleeping Lady is a modern-day folk
legend that accounts for both Alaskas first snowfall and for the
origin of this beautiful mountain. It is also a classic tale about a
time of peace and the consequences of war. Enchanting oil
paintings by artist Elizabeth Johns capture the village life of the
giant people, a prehistoric, peace-loving group and the drama
that ensues when they must face a band of menacing warriors.
The tale centers on the fate of the storys two betrothed lovers,
Nekatla and Susitna, whose encounters with war bring a lasting
change to the land and their people. Cloaked in snow in winter
and wildflowers in summer, Mount Susitna embodies the hope
for peace so relevant at any age. As much a mythical
explanation for natural phenomena as it is a tale about a time
when people lived in harmony with nature and each other. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been
printed in an extremely simple way and is particularly simply right a er i finished reading through this pdf where
actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosa r io Dur g a n-- Rosa r io Dur g a n
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